
“E
verything Everywhere All At
Once” swept up yet more film
prizes Saturday, as it was

named best feature at the Spirit Awards-
one of the last major Hollywood cere-
monies before next weekend’s Oscars.

The trippy sci-fi won in every category
it was nominated, at a ceremony held in
a giant tent at Los Angeles’ Santa
Monica beach to celebrate low- and mid-
budget movies. Its voters granted a
whopping seven awards to the film,
which was made for around $25 million
and became independent studio A24’s
biggest-ever hit, with a global box office
gross above $100 million.

“This is too many. We’re so lucky!”
said co-director Daniel Scheinert, col-
lecting the night’s final prize. Michelle
Yeoh won best lead performance, and
Stephanie Hsu won best breakthrough
performance. It is the first year in which
the Film Independent Spirit Awards have
opted for gender-neutral acting cate-
gories. “Michelle, you beat a bunch of
men!” yelled Jamie Lee Curtis in the
backstage press room.

Curtis was the film’s only nominee
who failed to win-losing best supporting
performance to her co-star Ke Huy
Quan. Scheinert and Daniel Kwan won

director and best screenplay, and the
film also won best editing. The absurdist
sci-fi comedy stars Yeoh as the matri-
arch of a Chinese-American laundromat-
owning family, who end up fighting a uni-
verse-hopping supervillain while under-
going a tax audit.

“You believed in us. You believed in
the masterpiece from the Daniels,”
said Yeoh, addressing the studio’s
producers. “My boys, thank you for
writing such an incredible script that
gave us the opportunity to be here, to
be seen, to be heard.”

‘So humbling and so cool’
This year’s Spirit Awards were held

the weekend before the Oscars. Voting
for the season-concluding Academy
Awards is currently under way. Final
Oscars voting closes on Tuesday, before
Hollywood’s most coveted golden stat-
uettes are handed out at a glitzy cere-
mony next Sunday.

Among the films that could receive a
late Oscars boost from their Spirit Award
wins Saturday were best documentary
“All the Beauty and the Bloodshed,”
best first feature “Aftersun,” and best
cinematography winner “Tar.” “Women
Talking” received the pre-announced

Robert Altman Award, which honors a
film’s director, casting director and
overa l l  cas t .  But  in  a  repeat  o f
scenes at recent high-profile prize-
giving ceremonies from Hollywood’s
actors ’ ,  producers ’ and d i rectors ’
gui lds, the night ’s big winner was
“Every th ing Everywhere, ”  wh ich
cemented its already clear Academy
Award frontrunner status.

“It’s been so humbling and so cool,”
producer Jonathan Wang told AFP on
Saturday’s red carpet. The movie-which
features characters with hot dog fingers,
sex toy-shaped trophies and talking
rocks-has overcome predictions from
some pundits that it would prove too
bizarre for mainstream audiences and
voters. It leads the nominations at the
Oscars, with 11 nods.

“What’s happened is a lot of people
went out and they gave our movie a
chance,” said Wang. “They said ‘let’s
watch it for what it is’ and they got past
the kind of things that were going to be
‘too edgy’ for them. And then they were
bulldozed by the emotion of it. That’s
what we wanted to do. So that’s the
highest compliment-that we were able to
actually do that.” — AFP

T
unisian director Youssef Chebbi
won the coveted Stallion of
Yennenga award Saturday at the

biennial pan-African Fespaco film festi-
val for his murder mystery oeuvre
“Ashkal”. Tunis-born Chebbi, whose
film centres on the investigation into
the killing of a caretaker on a construc-
tion site at Carthage on the outskirts of
his hometown, did not attend the cere-
mony in Burkina Faso, presided over
by military leader Ibrahim Traore.

Chebbi won out over Burkinabe rival
Apolline Traore, who picked up a con-
solation Silver Stallion award for “Sira”,
while the bronze went to Kenya’s
Angela Wamai for “Shimoni”. The
Stallion of Yennenga (Etalon d’or de
Yennenga) is awarded for the fictional
or documentary feature film judged
best to depict African realities. — AFP
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A woman brings on stage the Etalon d’Or, the
most prestigious award of the festival, during
the closing ceremony of the 28th Pan-African
Film and television Festival (FESPACO).

A man representing Tunisian director Youssef
Chebbi, waves on his behalf the Etalon d’Or
won for the film “Ashkal”.

Kenyan director Angela Wamai, won the Etalon
de Bronze for her film “Shimoni”, during the
closing ceremony of the 28th Pan-African Film
and television Festival (FESPACO).

A man (second left) representing the Tunisian director Youssef Chebbi, receives from Burkina
Faso military leader Captain Ibrahim Traore (third left) the Etalon d’Or won for the film “Ashkal”,
during the closing ceremony of the 28th Pan-African Film and television Festival (FESPACO), in
Ouagadougou. — AFP photos

US director Daniel Scheinert (top) and US director Daniel Kwan pose with the Best Screenplay
award for ‘Everything Everywhere All at Once’ during 38th Film Independent Spirit Awards.

‘Everything Everywhere’ dominates
Spirit Awards week before Oscars

US-Vietnamese actor Ke Huy Quan holds
the award for Best Supporting Performance
in “Everything Everywhere All at Once” dur-
ing 38th Film Independent Spirit Awards in
Santa Monica, California. — AFP photos

Indigenous art
forgery ring
smashed in
Canada

C
anadian police said Friday
they had dismantled a
decades-old forgery ring that

produced and sold possibly thou-
sands of fakes of Indigenous artist
Norval Morrisseau’s paintings
around the world. Eight people
including a nephew of Morrisseau
were arrested this week and face a
total of 40 charges including forgery
of artworks and of paperwork that
purported to authenticate them.

“Over 1,000 allegedly fraudulent
paintings have been seized. The
total number produced and sold is
unknown,” Ontario Provincial Police
Deputy Commissioner Kari Dart told
a news conference. Some of the
paintings sold for tens of thousands
of dollars to unsuspecting buyers
across Canada and internationally.

Detective Kevin Veilleux said the
forgery ring began in 1996 with a
single individual, David Voss, 51,
allegedly making counterfeit paint-
ings himself “before growing his
organization into a full assembly
l ine of painters.” In 2002
Morrisseau’s nephew Benjamin,
now 53, joined the group as one of
two Indigenous painters enlisted to
help mass produce the fakes.

Norval Morrisseau, also known as
Copper Thunderbird and widely
regarded as the grandfather of

Canadian Indigenous art, established
a pictographic style of contemporary
Indigenous art, referred to as the
Woodland School. Self-taught, in
1962 he become the first Indigenous
artist to have his artworks shown in a
contemporary Canadian art gallery,
sparking growing interest in his work.

Most Indigenous art until then had
been viewed with an anthropological
lens rather than as modern art.
Morrisseau’s artworks are now found
in galleries across Canada and
around the world.

Originally from the Bingwi
Neyaashi Anishinaabek First Nation
(formerly called Sand Point First
Nation), he died in 2007 at age 75.
“He was the first contemporary
Indigenous artist to break into the
mainstream art world in Canada,”
said Dart, who called his contribu-
tions to art and culture “significant
and incomparable.” It is those “contri-
butions and his global success (that)
may have made him an easy target
for fraud,” she concluded. — AFP

These photos show forgeries of artwork by legendary Canadian Indigenous artist
Norval Morrisseau. — AFP photos

New generation
revives Okinawa’s
once-banned
Indigenous body art

M
oeko Heshiki is no ordinary tattoo
artist: she is one of the few people
keeping the once-banned tradition

of hajichi body art alive for the Indigenous
Ryukyu people of Japan’s Okinawa
region. The traditionally hand-poked
markings were once common on women
of the Ryukyu, who lived throughout the
southern islands of what is now Japan.
The monochrome patterns, ranging from
delicate arrow-like symbols to arrays of
large dots, marked important moments in
a woman’s life and, in some cases, were
believed to ensure passage to heaven.

When Japan annexed the Okinawa
island chain in 1879, however, a process
of forced assimilation set the hajichi tradi-
tion on the path to extinction. In mainland
Japan, tattoos were associated with illegal
behavior, because criminals were some-
times tattooed by authorities to mark them
out. “Those with hajichi were fined and
discriminated against,” 30-year-old
Heshiki told AFP in Naha, Okinawa’s main

city. “(The body art) was degraded as tat-
toos, rather than understood as hajichi.”

A ban on the markings was lifted after
World War II, but the practice did not
resume, and as women with hajichi
passed away, the culture seemed des-
tined to die out. Heshiki, born to a father
from Okinawa and a mother from Japan’s
main island Honshu, stumbled across
hajichi while researching possible tattoos.

“I was dying to have them on me,” she
said. After a tattooist specializing in tribal
work inked her, she felt “more connected
to myself, or to Okinawa”. “I felt I had
finally become my true self.” She wears
hajichi shaped like arrows on the tops of
all her fingers, dots and geometric pat-
terns on the backs of her hands and larg-
er versions around her wrists. Today, she
works as a “hajicha”, reproducing the tra-
ditional designs on clients who connect
with her through Instagram.

‘Different from tattoos’ 
While tattoos are still often frowned

upon in Japanese society, younger
generations are increasingly open to
body art. But Heshiki thinks hajichi
should not become just another fad.
She offers traditional patterns to those
with roots in Okinawa and takes time to
discuss the markings and meanings
with clients beforehand, researching
designs in books about the art.

Hajichi was traditionally applied with a
bamboo stick and ink made from charcoal
and the Okinawan liquor awamori. Heshiki
hand pokes the designs, but with regular
needles and ink. One of the best-known
documenters of hajichi is Hiroaki
Yamashiro, who photographed dozens of
elderly women with the body art from 1970
onwards. A native of Okinawa’s
Miyakojima, the 73-year-old began the
project almost by accident as a student,
when he spotted an elderly lady as he
scouted for subjects. “She had hajichi, and
a very graceful look,” he told AFP. —AFP

This picture shows “hajichi” tattoo artist
Moeko Heshiki displaying her tattoos during an
interview with AFP on Ten-no-Hama beach in
Nanjo, Okinawa Prefecture. 

This picture shows veteran photographer Hiroaki Yamashiro checking archived negative and
transparency films at his studio.— AFP photos


